Shades of Green

Bio-economy Symposium in Vienna provided many incentives

Forest-based bio-economy – a trans-disciplinary, cross-sectoral matter, an exciting vision highlighting green technological development of the future, a way of bringing worldwide players together (or the opposite), or simply the only way to survive on this planet? No final answer was given at the end of the International Bio-economy Symposium this afternoon, co-organized and hosted by IUFRO, the Austrian Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Environment and the platform Walddialog.

Yet the 160 representatives from the science, the political and the business world came out of this 2 days' conference staged in Vienna's Diplomatic Academy with numerous incentives: The forest sector should push ahead and create platforms, open up doors to other sectors, communicate more and "better", and aspire to be the fifth wheel on the car – the steering wheel.

Related articles

- Doubling global pellet production to 50m tons/yr – a realistic forecast? 13.04.15, 14:19
- US$200m-investment in US biofuel refinery 14.01.15, 10:51
- UPM makes biodiesel from wood 13.01.15, 09:46
- How to evolve forest industry into thriving bioeconomy 21.11.14, 14:45
- US-$ 3 bn for pulp, bio energy and bio materials 09.09.14, 14:11
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THIS COULD BE OF INTEREST FOR YOU AS WELL

Euro price for US lumber hits 2015 low
Bad weather causes slight oversupply more

Noda to start up 47m-plywood plant in Japan
Structural and shuttering panels out of domestic cypressmore

Oversupply on the US market
Weaker euro keeps revenue steady more

Österreichs softwood lumber exports fell 3%
14% less exports to Italy - but more to Germany and Japan more
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